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*Draped Movement*
*Daniela Sirbu*

DART: The series has originally started as traditional art, but has evolved into digital media exploring extensions from traditional media into new forms of expressions made possible by computer technology. The five pieces stem from the traditional pieces titled diptych: Suspended Movements

*Oriented Animal-mask Decoration Pattern Generation*
*Chi, Ming-Te; Liou, Wei-Cheng, National Chengchi University, Taiwan*
(Figure 8: Generation process for four different animals.)

*Ogun*
*Anna Chupa*

Anna Chupa is an associate professor in the department of art, architecture and design at Lehigh University.

DART: Ogun is the Vodun loa of Technology. He was traditionally associated with blacksmiths and his metal is iron. Herbs and fruits associated with ogun include boneset, Datura, Eucayptus and Sapodilla. Black Pepper and Red Peper. The saint associated with ogun is St. Michael.